
News story: Archaeology surveys June
2017: River Thames Scheme

Archaeological surveys will start in June 2017 and are expected to finish at
the end of the year. They will take place in areas of Chertsey Abbey Meads,
Kingsmead Quarry, Thorpe Hay Meadow, Desborough, Datchet, and Shepperton.

We use different survey techniques in different areas to give us a wide range
of data. This gives us a better understanding of what is likely to be in the
ground. We use this information to plan the construction of the River Thames
scheme.

The results of these surveys will help us identify targeted locations for
trial trenches, in late 2017, to evaluate the archaeology.

Geophysical Surveys

Different materials below the ground can cause local disturbances in the
Earth’s magnetic field that are detectable with sensitive equipment.
Archaeologists use hand held devices or small hand pulled carts to establish
the presence of buried archaeological remains and the potential of the study
area.

Earthworks Surveys

Help identify the presence of archaeologically significant earthworks or
landscape features. Archaeologists look at the areas and compare what they
see with historical maps and aerial photographs.

Borehole Surveys

Archaeologists dig boreholes and hand auger pits to record the composition of
the ground. This information enables archaeologists to draw conclusions about
how and when the area may have been used. The boreholes are excavated using
specialist construction equipment.

Electrical Resistivity

Tomography Surveys Archaeologists insert magnetic probes into the ground to
gather more data about the composition of the ground to support the
information recorded by the borehole surveys.

Metal Detecting Surveys

Archaeologists use high performance metal detectors to detect different types
of metals in the ground. This information is used to identify areas that
could contain archaeological remains.
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Field Walking Surveys

Archaeologists walk along marked out areas looking at the land for features
to identify areas that could contain archaeological remains.

All works are carried out under the supervision of either our consultant
engineers or a member of Environment Agency staff, in accordance with an
agreed method statement.

If you would like more information about the River Thames Scheme please visit
our website
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Press release: School visits to talk
water safety

The visits to schools around Marston-on-Dove, followed a number of reports
over recent weeks of children playing on weirs, which are often used by the
Environment Agency to monitor river flows.

During the talks schoolchildren heard about the dangers of the water around
weirs, some of which are not always obvious, including strong underwater
currents and sudden changes in water depth. They were also given information
about how they could avoid these risks by taking note of warning signs, not
walking or climbing on weirs and avoiding swimming near weirs, locks, bridges
or other structures on rivers.

Emma Smailes, Operations Manager from the Environment Agency said:

We know that children love to explore the outdoors, especially
during summer holidays, and we want to help them remain safe whilst
doing so. That is why we felt it was important to talk to the
children directly to remind them of the potential dangers when
playing near structures in rivers.

We would also encourage parents and guardians to speak to their
children, teenagers and young adults to warn them about the dangers
and basic safety points when out having fun.

David Walker, Leisure Safety Manager from the Royal Society for the
Prevention of Accidents said:
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At this time of year it’s especially important for parents to have
a conversation with their family about the risks of open water,
particularly in the areas where it’s prevalent.

Many of the risks aren’t obvious, such as weirs, and the effects of
cold water shock. It’s important to think about this in advance so
that if, on the rare occasion, you see someone in trouble or get
into trouble yourself, you know what to do.

If you want to go for an outdoor swim, it’s always best to go to
supervised sites such as lidos. Programmes such as the Swim Safe
scheme give children the experience of swimming in open water,
teaching them about how to stay safe in a controlled environment

More information about water safety is available from The Royal Society for
the Prevention of Accidents
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Notice: L20 8RQ, S Norton & Co
Limited: environmental permit issued

The Environment Agency publish permits that they issue under the Industrial
Emissions Directive (IED).

This decision includes the permit and decision document for:

Operator name: S Norton & Co Limited
Installation name: S Norton & Co Ltd
Permit number: EPR/XP3492CL/V002
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Notice: OL14 7AF, Brosters
Environmental Limited: environmental
permit issued

The Environment Agency publish permits that they issue under the Industrial
Emissions Directive (IED).

This decision includes the permit and decision document for:

Operator name: Brosters Environmental Limited
Installation name: Sharneyford Works
Permit number: EPR/DB3107XR/V002
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